
Pray with your children in response to Bible truths 
using this beautifully illustrated book of prayers. 

Each page begins with a Bible-story summary and 
a verse from the Bible, followed by a responsive 
prayer. Children will learn to say wow, thank you, 
sorry and please as they get to know God better. 
There are even actions to go with each response!

Features: 

• 92 prayers that relate to the 92 stories featured 
in God’s Big Promises Bible Storybook, so you 
can use this prayer book alongside the Bible 
Storybook. 

• 9 additional prayers specifically for bedtime 
that are based on Bible verses. They will help 
kids to give thanks and know that God is with 
them as they go to sleep.

• An index of prayers at the back linking to prayers 
for particular circumstances or feelings, such 
as prayers when feeling anxious, prayers when 
feeling tired, and prayers when feeling scared.

This wonderful book of prayers will give kids a 
framework that will help them to pray by themselves 
as they grow up.
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“What a wonderful resource 
for teaching our children to 
pray! It is well-illustrated, 
teaches all about the Old 
Testament, and encourages 
various different kinds of 
prayer, from repentance to 
petition to thanksgiving to 
praise. What a gift to parents 
and all who care about 
spiritually nurturing the next 
generation!” 

Gavin Ortlund

“Learning to pray the Bible 
changed the way I talk 
to God. I’m thankful for a 
resource that will help my 
kids learn to pray Scripture 
much sooner than I did!” 

Hunter Beless

https://www.thegoodbook.com/gods-big-promises-bible-story-prayers
https://www.amazon.com/dp/178498812X?ref_=cm_sw_r_cp_ud_dp_66603WJ78VXNYDM60Y1D
https://www.thegoodbook.com/gods-big-promises-bible-story-prayers


1. What is the hardest part of teaching our kids to pray?

2. How do we make a connection for our kids between 
reading the Bible and responding with prayer to what 
they read?

3. How can written prayers be a tool to stir the hearts 
of our kids to join in prayer with the words they are 
reading?

4. How can we encourage our kids to pray different kinds of 
prayers to God including thankfulness and repentance?

5. How can prayer be a way for kids to take their feelings 
to God?

6. How can the prayers of people throughout the Bible 
from Genesis to Revelation be a model for our kids 
about how to pray?

7. What are the biggest obstacles to creating an 
atmosphere of prayer in the home?

8. What are some specific habits of the household families 
can use to create a culture of prayer?

9. How do we show our kids that God really listens even if 
we don’t see an immediate answer to our prayers?

10. How do we encourage our kids through examples 
from the Bible that God uses prayers of his children to 
accomplish his plan?

Suggested  
Interview  
Questions

To schedule an interview, contact 
publicity@thegoodbook.com or 
publicity@thegoodbook.co.uk.
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